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Abstract: After emerging in the 1970s under the umbrella of linguistics, Translation 

Studies has grown into a very developed autonomous discipline which today includes 

many different schools. What they have in common is the fact that they frequently take 

literary texts as the subject of their study. Approaching it in different ways, Translation 

Studies deal with, among other things, the influence of translation on literary canon, the 

influence of translation on solidifying relations of inequality (between the colonizers and 

the colonized), the reception of literary works in translation, the differences between 

different translations of the same literary works in different time periods and stages of 

development of a society, an analysis of a translator’s style in relation to the style of the 

author, and the links between translation and literary criticism and various other aspects. 

Through the example of my research into the translation of culture-specific items in the 

fiction of the contemporary British writer Julian Barnes, I will try to demonstrate how 

Translation Studies research can contribute to a deeper and much better informed reading 

of literary works and analysis of writers’ expression and style. 
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I Introduction 
  

In today's world where translation is one of the buzz-words, no 
discussion about an inter-disciplinary approach to literature can be complete 
without an attempt at analysing the relations of literature and Translation 
Studies – the discipline which deals with translation and its interpretation in the 
broadest possible sense. This is precisely the topic of this paper, which deals 
with two aspects of these relations: literature (literary text) as the subject of 
Translation Studies and the way in which Translation Studies can contribute to a 
deeper understanding of literature (or to literary criticism), which I will try to 
support by presenting the example of the research I carried out into the 
translation of culture-specific items in the fiction of the contemporary British 
writer – Julian Barnes. In other words, I will try to explain on the one hand what 
literature can give to Translation Studies and on the other what Translation 
Studies can give to literature.  
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II Literature as subject of translation studies 
 
 Translation Studies emerged as an independent discipline in the 1970s 
and is still struggling for its position in the world of science. It went through a 
process of consolidation in the 1980s and 1990s and thereafter experienced 
huge diversification. Two key approaches in Translation Studies in the first 
decades of their existence can be described as linguistic and literary. The 
linguistic approach emphasized its scientific or empirical nature and from the 
outset aimed at “making the study of translation rigorously scientific and 
watertight” (Snell Hornby 14) by “adopting views and methods of the exact 
sciences, in particular mathematics and formal logic” (Snell Hornby 14). This 
approach focused on the process of translation and through various schools 
active since the 1970s it reached its climax in the corpus-based translation 
studies introduced by Mona Baker. It is worth mentioning that this approach in 
Translation Studies does not use literature or literary texts as its subject of study 
since the scholars within this approach think literary texts present “deviant 
language inaccessible to rigorous analysis or scientific explanation” (Snell 
Hornby 23) (!). 
 This is absolutely the opposite from what the scholars of the Literary 
Approach think and do. They study literary texts only, considering them 
particularly interesting. But they do not deal only with the literary text itself, 
comparing source and target text, or different translations of the same piece of 
literature, which is the approach based on comparative literature. Within this 
approach, scholars also deal with many other issues and aspects. For example, 
some of them approach translation as manipulation since “from the point of 
view of the target literature every translation implies a degree of manipulation 
of the source text for certain purposes” (Hermans 11). Others start from the 
theory of literature as a poly-system and see translation “as an integral part of 
the target culture and not merely as a reproduction of another text” (Snell 
Hornby 24). There are scholars who study the role of translator in shaping a 
literary canon, strategies employed by translators, and norms related to 
translation at a given point in time, measuring the impact of translation, 
determining the ethics of translation, as well as the existence of a translator’s 
individual style. An interesting field that scholars of this approach also deal with 
is the inequality of the translation relationship since, in their opinion, translation 
was “effectively used in the past as an instrument of colonial domination – a 
means of depriving the colonized peoples of a voice” (Bassnett 4). 
 These are only some aspects of the linguistic and literary approach in 
and their relation with literature as the subject of their study. The trend today is 
that Translation Studies are hugely diversified; they seek to make alliances with 
other disciplines, like corpus linguistics, gender studies and post-colonial theory; 
and there is a well defined need to combine the methods and approaches 
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developed so far in Translation Studies, as well as in other disciplines. This is 
exactly what the research I will briefly describe seeks to do.  
 
III Translation studies and literary criticism 
 
 But before that, let me focus on the second aspect of the relations 
between literature and Translation Studies. I want to mention here – the 
relation of Translation Studies and literary criticism, or the way in which 
Translation Studies can contribute to a deeper understanding of literature and 
the writing process, since it is also one of the topics Translation Studies scholars 
discuss.   
 As far back as in the 1980s (arguing though that Translation Studies do 
not present an independent discipline), Jovan Janićijević, for example, wrote 
that an analysis of translation, particularly comparing the source and target 
texts can serve the purpose of studying literature. “Careful and comprehensive 
study of the translation process” he says “can be extraordinarily fruitful when 
examining the literary creative procedure, for the psychology of literary creation 
and literary theory” while  
 

criticism of a translation, particularly a textological one, based on the 
comparison of a source and its translation, can serve the purpose of 
studying the source literature itself and the purpose of making 
theoretical generalizations, taking particularly into account repetitions 
of the procedures and multiplications of artistic results that provide the 
basis for making conclusions about internal regularities and their 
checking.64 
 

  On the other side of the world, almost 20 years later, Marylin Gaddis 
Rose also focused on the relation between Translation Studies and literary 
criticism arguing that they have always been interdependent and that 
“translating helps us get inside literature – by translating or comparing 
translations or source and target text we are moving inside what we are 
reading, examining literature from the inside” (Rose 7).  She concludes that “If 
we do not juxtapose a work and the translations it elicits we risk missing many a 
gift inside the borders…. Without the reading strategies highlighted and 
focalized by translation studies, we will miss much of what literature has to 

                                                 
64

 “pažljivo i svestrano proučavanje prevodilačkog postupka […] moglo bi biti neobično plodno za 
ispitivanje književnog stvaralaškog postupka, za psihologiju književnog stvaranja i teoriju 
književnosti” and that “kritika prevoda, naročito tekstološka, zasnovana na upoređenju izvornika i 
prevoda, može poslužiti za proučavanje same izvorne književnosti, kao i za teorijska uopštavanja, s 
posebnim obzirom na ponavljanje postupka i umnožavanje umetničkih rezultata koji pružaju 
podlogu za izvođenje unutrašnjih zakonitosti i provjeru” (Janjićijević 157). 
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offer… Translation Studies points us to a sure way of participating in literature 
and adding to its richness” (Rose 8). 
 
IV Translation studies research 
 
 After having conducted the research in Translation Studies, I have to say 
that I share her opinion, since I set out to study and describe the process of 
translation but ended up not only with results useful for Translation Studies and 
related to the process and results of the translation process, but also with some 
interesting results that help us understand certain features of Julian Barnes’s 
writing process and style.  
 The research dealt with the translation of culture-specific items in the 
fiction by Julian Barnes, the contemporary British writer, well known to our 
audience, if for nothing else than for winning the 2011 Man Booker prize for his 
novel The Sense of and Ending. This most recent novel was, however, not in the 
corpus of the research which comprised 6 of his earlier novels (Before She Met 
Me, Flaubert’s Parrot, History of the World in 10 ½ Chapters, The Porcupine, 
Talking it Over, Love, etc.) and a collection of short stories (The Lemon Table) 
and their translations, while the methodology used for the research was 
designed through combining methods stemming from cultural studies and 
studies of translation.  
 The first task within the research was to define culture-specific items as 
a unit of study, which was rather complicated since it is very difficult to define 
culture in the first place. But, the definition provided by Franco Xavier Aixela, a 
Translation Studies scholar proved to be very useful. He defined culture-specific 
items as  
 

[t]hose textually actualized items whose function and connotations in a 
source text involve a translation problem in their transference to a 
target text, whenever this problem is a product fo the nonexistence of 
the referred item or of its different intertextual status in the cultural 
system of the readers of the target text. (Aixela 58) 

  
 On the basis of this definition, juxtapositioning the source and the 
target texts I identified CSIs and categorized them on the basis of their origin 
and their type to the following groups: Personal names, Geographic names, 
Names of products of human activities, CSIs related to cultural concepts, CSIs 
based on specific use of language (colloquialisms, idioms), Puns and jokes and 
Parts of the text in third languages. 
 After identifying and categorizing the CSIs, I described the procedures 
used for their translation, dividing them in two broad categories of preserving 
and substituting the CSI. The group of procedures for the preservation of 
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culture-specific items includes the procedures of Repetition, Transcription, Non-
cultural translation  and inter-textual and extra-textual gloss, while the group of 
procedures for the substitution of culture specific items includes the procedures 
of Synonymy, Partial universalization, Absolute universalization, Naturalization, 
Deletion and Autonomous creation. 
 At the end of my work, I described the cultural specificity of the CSI in 
the target text as either bearing cultural specificity of the source text, being 
neutral, or becoming specific for the target culture.  
 This research yielded many useful results that are related to the 
translation process and the role and style of the translators and produced a 
huge data base which provides me with the opportunity to form numerous 
correlations and study different aspects of the process.  
 But the research also resulted in certain findings that are useful for a 
better understanding of Julian Barnes’s fiction, and I would like to focus on them 
here. First of all it proved that in Barnes's fiction there are numerous culture 
specific items originating from a large number of different cultures, and that 
Barnes, contrary to popular belief, is not only writing about England, but also 
about other cultures, most frequently French but also American, Bulgarian, 
Swedish....  
 The research enabled me to dwell in the inner-space or between the 
source and the target text, which Marylin Rose describes like “the ‘interliminal 
text’, unwritten but paraphrasable” and says that “[t]he interliminality is the gift 
translation gives to readers of literature” (Rose 9). There I could focus more on 
the strong presence of colloquialisms in Barnes’s language, as well as on his 
particular approach to the idioms that he frequently plays with. For example he 
changes Once bitten, twice shy into Once bitten, twice bitten (Barnes 1983, 20), 
or „Bob’s your uncle“ into „Bob’s your auntie“ (Barnes 1983, 145), producing a 
humorous effect.  
 Idioms are nearly always difficult to translate and by playing with them 
in this way, Barnes made translators' lives even more difficult, but also led our 
research to the conclusion that playing with idioms is a significant feature of his 
style. The same can be said of the specific verbal humor that the research also 
helped us highlight. Barnes has developed a habit of creating jokes and puns 
based on a combination of two different languages, as in, for example, 
Flaubert’s parrot where he makes the joke  

 
Once you catch your bear, says the Macedonian proverb, it will dance 
for you. Gustave didn’t dance; Flaubear was nobody’s bear. (How would 
you fiddle that into French? Gourstave, perhaps.) (Barnes 1985, 49) 
 

In order to translate this joke, the translator had to resort to extra-textual gloss 
and, by doing so, basically killed the joke.  
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V Conclusion 
 
 But the research did not provide these very specific results only, but 
also enabled me to make quite significant generalizations. One of the interesting 
findings, on a more general level is that in the corpus there are two different 
types of culture-specific items – those related to the fabula and those related to 
the language. Most frequently the first group is preserved, while the second is 
substituted, creating the effect that in the target text the literary pieces bear 
the specificity not of the English language in which they were written, but of the 
culture the fabula is located in, most frequently English, but also French and 
Bulgarian in some of the novels. 
 One of the most significant conclusions we can make, however, is that most 
of the above findings provide us with a fresh insight into the literature by Julian 
Barnes and we would probably have never focused on them if we had not carried 
out this research in the field of Translation Studies. I think it clearly demonstrates 
how Translation Studies are capable of providing us with a deeper insight into a 
literary piece or, as Marylin Gaddis Rose put it, how “linking translation studies and 
literary criticism enriches the reading of literature” (Rose 9). 
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KNJIŽEVNOST I STUDIJE PREVOĐENJA 

  
 Nakon što su se sedamdesetih godina prošlog vijeka pojavile u okviru 
lingvistike, studije prevođenja izrasle su u danas veoma razvijenu samostalnu 
disciplinu koja u sebi obuhvata niz pravaca i škola čija je zajednička značajka da 
od samog začetka za predmet proučavanja često uzimaju književni tekst. 
Pristupajući mu na različite načine, studije prevođenja bave se, između ostalog, 
uticajem prevođenja na književni kanon, uticajem prevođenja na učvršćivanje 
neravnopravnih odnosa u društvu (u odnosima između kultura kolonizatora i 
kolonizovanog), recepcijom književnih djela u prevodu, razlikama između 
prevoda književnih djela u različitim epohama i različitim fazama razvoja 
društva, analizom stila prevodioca i njegovim odnosom sa stilom autora, vezom 
između prevođenja i književne kritike i raznim drugim aspektima. Na primjeru 
istraživanja prevođenja kulturoloških obrazaca u prozi savremenog britanskog 
pisca Džulijana Barnsa, pokušaćemo ukratko pokazati kako istraživanje u okviru 
prevodilačkih studija može da doprinese znalačkijem čitanju književnih djela i 
analizi izraza književnih stvaralaca. 
 
 Ključne riječi: prevođenje, književnost, studije prevođenja, istraživanje, 
kulturološki obrasci, prevodilački postupci. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


